Tamposi Implicates Superiors In Passport Search Scandal
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WASHINGTON

Last Saturday, four days after her dismissal, Tamposi told reporters she had been under a lot of pressure to retrieve the passport records of independent presidential candidate Ross Perot that had been searched two earlier interviews with State Department and General Accounting Office investigators. Tamposi had been told that the passport records of Perot, a lifelong Republican, were being retrieved for safekeeping.

There has been much speculation about role Hillary Clinton will play in the administration, but Clinton's presence at the table prompted a question at Clinton's news conference, to which Clinton responded that "She stayed. She talked a lot. She knew more than we did about some things." The White House refused to comment on Clinton's role in the meeting.

TOP TEN SCARIEST PEOPLE ON EARTH

1. Prone-eating Sumo wrestler.
2. High-vision window cleaner with bledder problem.
5. Grown men named "Bill."
6. Heavily armed hot dog vendors.
7. Carcass brother in the seat next to you.
8. Brain surgeon with hiccups.
9. Anyone with a cranky disposition and a chain saw.
10. People who offer you drugs.